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Abstract: My paper is based on research conducted in two Canadian 
provinces: Ontario and British Columbia. Ontario has been led by a neo-
conservative government and British Columbia a "third-way" socialist 
government during a time of massive educational restructuring. Interviews 
with school administrators and leaders of teacher unions and professional 
organisations demonstrate that several converging factors are transforming 
the role of educational administrators. First, a performative ethos has moved 
the work of administrators away from leadership and towards management. 
Second, the separation of bargaining units for administrators and teachers 
has exacerbated work divisions and made it more difficult for administrators 
to provide instructional leadership. Third, entry level positions are increasingly 
unattractive for potential candidates because principals are being positioned 
politically between Ministries of Education who are cutting resources, boards 
who are being asked to do more with much less, and teachers who have had 
their work load increased while professional autonomy has been decreased. 
My research provides a comparative analysis of the following two questions: 
1) How is the role of educational administrators being transformed by post-
modern social, political, and economic conditions in Ontario and British 
Columbia; and 2) How are these changes affecting the work of women in 
school administration. 

In Canada, as elsewhere in the world (Burbules & Torres, 2000), the mantra of globalization 
has taken on a life of its own as a rationale for economic restructuring of public services 
provided by the state. Both the federal and provincial governments have adopted the 
competitive "imperatives" of a globalized economy as common sense. In fact, Ontario’s 
Premier Mike Harris based two highly successful electoral campaigns on his "common 
sense revolution" that has taken Ontario down a tortuous road of social and economic 
reform, which has transformed both the public and private domain. "The cult of efficiency" 
(Stein, 2001) has transfixed public policy makers, particularly in health and education, as 
debate has emerged around the privatization of institutions that were once thought to 
provide an essential and inviolable public good to Canadians. However, as Popkewitz (2000) 
argues, educational reform is a hybrid process that weaves "a complex web of global and 
local relations" (p. 5). In this paper, I will explore the interplay of global and local relations 
that have affected the work of school administrators in two provinces in Canada: Ontario and 
British Columbia. While both have experienced educational restructuring, each has a very 
different social, economic, and political environment in which changing educational policies 
have been enacted. I will also consider whether these changes in practice have a differential 
effect on women. 

Coming to the Research 

There are only three provincial jurisdictions in Canada where school administrators and 
teachers are not a part of the same negotiating body: Quebec, Ontario, and British 
Columbia.Because Ontario’s school administrators have only recently been removed from 
the teachers’ unions, while British Columbia went through this process over ten years ago, 
my initial motivation for this research was to look at the phenomenon in B.C. in order to 
consider its potential effects in Ontario. Since I often teach graduate courses in British 
Columbia while my regular faculty responsibilities are carried out in Ontario, I have 



developed a network of connections in both provinces and was uniquely situated to carry out 
this study. 

As I embarked upon exploratory research (Wallace, 2000) that compared the possible 
effects of separate bargaining units on the work of school administrators in Ontario and 
British Columbia, however, it soon became evident that it was impossible to detach the 
effects of separating the bargaining units from the broader issues of educational 
restructuring. As a result, the scope of my research has expanded to consider two 
organizing questions: 1) How is the role of educational administrators being transformed by 
post-modern social, political, and economic conditions in Ontario and British Columbia; and 
2) How are these changes affecting the work of women in school administration. 

Research Design 

In order to address each question, I used typical qualitative methods based on open-ended 
interviews. Appendix 1 contains the guiding questions that all participants were asked. 
However, follow-up questions during the interviews varied depending on the response of 
each participant to the guiding questions. I have interviewed nineteen school administrators 
in the period between August of 1999 to June of 2001. The distribution of participants is as 
follows: 

British Columbia 

Male Female 

Principal (K-6) 1 3 

Principal (9-12) 2 1 

Vice-Principal (K-6) 1 1 

Vice-Principal (7-10) 1 

Ontario 

Male Female 

Principal (K-8) 1 2 Principal (9-OAC) 1 1 

Vice-Principal (K-8) 1 

Vice-Principal (9-OAC) 2 1 

The schools in which these administrators work serve communities that range from working 
class to upper-middle class communities. While gender distribution was important to my 
analysis, I also tried to include some geographic and cultural distribution when choosing 
participants for this study. All B.C. participants belong to a single teacher union, British 
Columbia Teachers’ Federation (BCTF). Because Ontario has four separate teacher 
federations, however, I have included representatives of Elementary Teachers’ Federation of 
Ontario (ETFO), Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation (OSSTF), and Ontario 
English Catholic Teachers’ Association (OECTA) but, because of my language limitations, 
have not interviewed someone from the French association of teachers. I have also selected 
participants who are evenly distributed between those who have been very active in their 
teacher federation’s activities and those who have been relatively inactive. 

Because the role of the teacher federations and administrators’ associations emerged as an 
important theme in interviews with school administrators, I also interviewed representatives 
from the British Columbia Principals and Vice-Principals’ Association (BCPVPA), the Ontario 
Principals’ Council (OPC), and the British Columbia Teachers’ Federation (BCTF). I did not 
interview representatives of the various teacher federations in Ontario but I have regular 
contact with them at the Faculty of Education and am familiar with their issues and 
challenges. 



  

A tale of two provinces’ education politics 

My initial interviews in both provinces revealed that the separation of teachers and 
administrators into separate bargaining units was one piece of a much larger picture in 
which principals found themselves positioned in an ever-tightening web of players to whom 
they were accountable and with whom they needed to work in order to accomplish their 
goals. The vulnerable position in which principals found themselves was reflected in the 
headline of a recent Toronto Star feature story (May 14, 2000) on education which asked the 
provocative question: Why would anyone want to be a school principal? The question was 
accompanied with the following warning: The hours are long, job security is weak and you’ll 
bear the brunt of public reaction to every change to hit the school system. Both British 
Columbia and, particularly, Ontario have experienced many changes to their systems of 
education but it has played itself out differently in each province because there is no federal 
jurisdiction over education in Canada. Instead, provincial jurisdiction over the governance of 
education is mandated in Canada’s Constitution Act. Therefore, each province has a 
separate Education Act, and significant differences in practice are historically entrenched. 

Ontario is Canada’s most populous province that boasts a diverse economic base and, in 
many ways, acts as a hub for Canada’s financial power base. Its politics have traditionally 
been ideologically and, by party affiliation, gently conservative. However, during the late 
1980s and early 1990s, there were brief flirtations with a minority Liberal government that 
was forced to work in coalition with the socialist New Democratic Party (NDP), followed by a 
minority NDP government. With the election of the Mike Harris’s majority Conservative 
government in 1994, however, a new era of policy-making, informed by the draconian 
policies of Klein’s reforms in Alberta whose reforms were modelled after those of Douglas in 
New Zealand (Kachur & Harrrison, 1999), took effect swiftly, firmly, and with little public 
debate. Cuts in corporate and personal taxes were accompanied by massive cuts in 
education and health budgets, while employment equity policies were swiftly eliminated. In 
education, control over finances, curriculum design, program organization and delivery, 
class size allocations, teacher certification, and accountability measures were all centralized. 
At the same time, local elected boards were amalgamated and downsized at the same time 
that their responsibility to achieve "results" with far fewer resources was increased. To be 
fair, some of these reforms were proposed by previous governments, but the extent and 
swiftness of the Harris government’s reforms were breathtakingly unprecedented. 

British Columbia, in contrast to Ontario, has an almost comically dynamic political history. 
Parties come and go with regularity, party designations often have little to do with party 
ideologies, and scandals are a regular feature of provincial politics. Until very recently, with 
the election of a New Right Liberal majority government, B.C. has had a much kinder, 
gentler flirtation with restructuring but has not escaped the seduction of the rhetoric of 
globalization. While B.C. is an economically diverse province, its economic base is highly 
dependent on natural resource revenues from lumbering, mining, and fishing. Because 
these industries both benefit from and are under siege because of the effects of multi-lateral 
economic agreements, B.C.’s electorate and politicians have demonstrated a more 
ambivalent response to the mantras of globalization such as demands for increasing 
competitiveness, fiscal restraint, and debt reduction. However, as B.C.’s unemployment 
rates rose and prices for natural resources fell in the late 1990s, the confidence that British 
Columbians once had because of their booming economic prospects began to falter. In 
response, the N.D.P. government, mired in a series of leadership scandals, began to shift its 
rhetoric from issues of social justice to economic retrenchment. Like Ontario, school districts 
were amalgamated, cutbacks in educational funding were instituted, and a shift to job-
oriented educational and social programs were introduced. Although the format for 



accountability programs such as school certification based on stakeholder input and 
standardized testing in Grades 4, 7, and 10 were substantially different in intent and form 
than Ontario’s accountability programs, its effects were similar. 

In both provinces, the intensification of work for teachers and administrators was substantial. 
However, the N.D.P. government in B.C. was perceived by the public, and to some degree 
by the B.C. Principals’ and Vice-Principals’ Association (BCPVPA) to be largely sympathetic 
to their traditional political ally, the powerful teachers’ federation, while Ontario’s Premier and 
Ministers of Education were perceived to be at war with teachers and the teachers’ 
federations. In Ontario, for example, legislation that mandated the number of minutes of 
teacher’s instructional time and class size was entrenched in the Education Act. The net 
effect was to remove negotiable items from the bargaining table that had previously allowed 
for flexible arrangements around in-class and extra-curricular responsibilities. Secondary 
teachers found themselves teaching an extra class each day and taking "on-calls" for 
teachers who were ill. Elementary teachers had their preparatory periods cut and assistance 
programs for special needs students sharply curtailed. At the same time, new curriculum that 
introduced "higher standards", accompanied by mandatory standardized testing in Grades 3 
and 6 and a literacy test in Grade 10 sharply increased the demands on teachers, so 
secondary teachers responded by withdrawing their participation in extra-curricular activities. 
As relations between teachers and the government became increasingly combative, the 
public’s trust in both groups steadily eroded. 

Because teachers’ working conditions were directly affected by educational restructuring in 
both provinces, teachers looked to their unions for assistance in negotiating on their behalf. 
Principals, however, were employed on the basis of a personal services contract negotiated 
between themselves and their board. If their contract was terminated, they lost all seniority 
and had to vie for a teaching position along with all other potential candidates. In Ontario, 
the Ontario Principals’ Council (OPC) and its counterparts in the Catholic and French 
boards, were just beginning to emerge as a political player and offered legal advice but little 
substantive protection if boards did not renew principals’ contracts. Thus, principals found 
themselves vulnerable to both their boards’ direction as they struggled with increasing 
responsibilities and fewer resources and unions who were becoming much more proactive 
on behalf of their members. It is, therefore, important to compare not only the political 
environment of each province, but also examine each one’s union environment as well. 

A Brief Historical Framework 

Although administrators and teachers have separate bargaining units in British Columbia 
and Ontario, the political context that precipitated the separation are quite distinct. British 
Columbia’s principals and vice-principals voluntarily left the BCTF in 1987 after a long and 
acrimonious battle between principals’ associations and the BCTF. At the heart of the 
dispute were two issues. First, as a minority body in the federation, school administrators felt 
that their particular interests were not well served by a teacher-dominated organization. On 
the other hand, BCTF felt that conferring special status on the principals and vice-principals 
was not only unnecessary but would violate fundamental principles of the organization. As 
Elsie McMurphy, who was president of BCTF in 1987, stated, "It’s important that our 
organization maintains the fundamental democratic principle that all of us in this organization 
are equal" (BCTF 26 (6), 1987, p. 6). The second issue was a practical dilemma for school 
administrators who found themselves caught between the contrary demands of 
the Education Act and federation policies and procedures (Krall,1987, p. 14). 

Although the BCTF and the Principals’ Associations were able to come to agreement on 
detailed policy that covered the major areas of contention and the policy was ratified at the 
Annual General Meeting of the BCTF in March 1987, Bill 19 (Industrial Relations Reform 



Act) and Bill 20 (Teaching Profession Act) were passed in early April of 1987 and effectively 
negated whatever agreement had been reached between school administrators and the 
BCTF. Among other things, Bill 19 broke apart the bargaining hegemony of a province-wide 
teacher union by giving local teachers’ associations the right to become a certified union with 
full bargaining rights, however school administrators could not belong to their local unit. 
Furthermore, principals and vice-principals were denied tenure protection and bargaining 
rights. Bill 20 made membership in BCTF voluntary for teachers and school administrators 
but required membership in the College of Teachers, which was given sole discretion over 
certification, discipline, professional development, judgements of competence, and the 
power to remove the right to teach. 

In addition, the bill changed the designation of principals and vice-principals to 
"administrative officer". As one male participant in B.C. said of the change in designation 
from principal to administrative officer, 

It emphasized legislatively that the role that I was performing was different 
from that of a teacher. But, you know, I was and am proud of being a 
principal, and principal in the best sense of the word stood for principal 
teacher. 

In the aftermath of these legislative changes, BCTF chose to exclude administrative officers 
from active membership in the federation which precipitated acrimonious litigation between 
BCTF and the British Columbia Principals and Vice-Principals’ Association over monetary 
compensation for membership fees paid after their expulsion that has only recently been 
resolved. 

The acrimony between teachers and principals in B.C. when they split their federations was 
not characteristic of Ontario. In fact, there was considerable solidarity in response to 
education policy changes initiated by the Harris government. For example, in a move that 
precipitated an illegal walkout by teachers and principals across the province, the Harris 
government ratified Bill 160 in the Fall of 1997 which, among many other things, shifted 
labour relations between the government, boards, and teachers substantially. This omnibus 
bill proposed that Bill 100, The School Boards and Teachers Collective Negotiations Act, be 
repealed and that teachers’ collective negotiations be placed under the authority of 
the Labour Relations Act, which governed all labour relations in Ontario. In its first iteration, 
Bill 160 proposed excluding principals and vice-principals from the definition of teacher, 
effectively prohibiting them from membership in any of the affiliates of the Ontario Teachers’ 
Federations. While boards were in agreement with this provision, teachers and school 
administrators definitely were not and the Minister of Education and government agreed to 
remove this provision from the final version of Bill 160. That agreement evaporated, 
however, during the two week political protest against Bill 160 in which 126,000 teachers, in 
most cases fully supported by their school administrators, withdrew their services. In a move 
widely interpreted as punitive, the government reinstated the section of Bill 160 removing 
principals and vice-principals and in December 1997, principals and vice-principals in 
Ontario found themselves facing a wrenching decision – stay in their bargaining unit and 
give up their administrative role or retain their administrative role and sever ties with their 
federation. One female secondary school principal reported, 

I know beyond a shadow of a doubt, me saying, "I’m on the sidewalk," and my 
two vice-principals here saying, "We’re on the sidewalk,"is the reason why 
one hundred percent pf the [name of school] staff stood firm together – no 
scabs in this school. And believe me, the Premier was beside himself with 
irritation, because the strong stand that the principals took in this province is 
what made that strike happen…And because the Premier knew that the 



principals were responsible for making that strike happen the way it did, we 
got the biggest punishment, and our punishment, and it was a clear 
punishment, was removal from our union. 

Most school administrators in Ontario chose to retain their role as principal, despite their 
removal from the teachers’ union and the uncertainty of their position without union 
protection, but many – particularly women – felt torn by this formal break with teachers. 

An exhaustive history is not possible in this paper, but two themes emerged from B.C.’s 
experience that reappear in Ontario ten years later. First, principals and vice-principals 
occupy an ambiguous policy space between management and staff with regard to the role 
they play in schools and their responsibilities during strikes and other job actions that is not 
easily resolved within the mandate of teacher federations. Second, provincial governments 
are uneasy about the strength of teacher federations and the political power that they 
inevitably hold over the large part of provincial budgets designated for education. 
Governmental discomfort with union solidarity is exacerbated in times of financial crisis as 
well as by political ideologies that are antithetical to the communitarian values of union 
solidarity. The difference between the provinces was that while the dissension within union 
ranks resulted in the split between principals and teachers in B.C., punitive action by the 
provincial government resulted in the same split in Ontario. 

Role anxiety 

Principals occupy a complex discursive space that absorbs conflict between teachers, 
school boards, parents, and government policy. For example, prior to their split with the 
teachers’ federations in Ontario, principals were required to maintain safe learning 
environments for students who chose to attend school during strikes. In addition, school 
administrators in both provinces experience their work as intimately connected with teaching 
and yet their administrative authority to supervise teaching separates them from teachers in 
explicit and implicit ways. Thus, they have always stood somewhere between labour and 
management. All of the school administrators I interviewed, however, were attracted to the 
work of administration because of the possibility to support the work of teachers in order to 
improve student learning but restructuring efforts in both Ontario and British Columbia were 
pushing their work away from instructional leadership and toward management. In a recent 
issue of People for Education Newsletter, 3(4) (2000, 
www.peopleforeducation.com/home.html), an elementary principal who was interviewed 
lamented, "The principal’s role used to be to nurture, mentor, and educate. Now it’s just to 
manage" (p. 4). As a result, many school administrators are experiencing role anxiety. 

Hodgkinson’s (1978, pp. 4-6) discussion of the terms administration and management 
provides some insight into the frustration that this principal is experiencing. 

In general then we mean by administration those aspects dealing more with 
the formulation of purpose, the value-laden issues, and the human 
component of organizations. By management we mean those aspects which 
are more routine, definitive, programmatic, and susceptible to quantitative 
methods. (p. 5) 

When I asked each participant what had called them to their work as a principal or vice-
principal, in one way or another all nineteen named the ability to formulate purpose, resolve 
values dilemmas, and make a difference in the lives of students, teachers, and parents as 
the primary reason they considered becoming a school administrator. In most cases, they 
initially saw moving into administration as an opportunity to expand the influence of the role 
of a teacher into a wider community context and were most gratified with their role as 



instructional leader in the school and least gratified with their role as school manager. OPC’s 
study (Williams, 2001) of an impending shortage of principals cited the number one 
dissatisfier for all of the study participants across the province was "the pace and number of 
changes brought about by the provincial government. Coupled with this is the lack of 
adequate resources to implement these changes" (recovered on-line, 11/01, http://opc.ca). 
In other words, they are frustrated by managing curriculum change rather than providing 
instructional leadership. 

The comments of one female principal of a large secondary school in Ontario are 
representative of those of many other participants when she said, 

I [became an administrator because] I really wanted to have an influence for 
more kids, so that my values about teaching, my values about learning and 
about teaching, had a wider impact than the four walls of my classroom. 

Another female elementary principal in Ontario disclosed that she might not have thought of 
administration at all if her principal had not encouraged her to think about that possibility 
throughout her teaching career. However, it was the ability to extend the influence of her 
teaching role that attracted her to and sustained her in her administrative work. 

I don’t know whether I would have thought about it myself, maybe because I 
thoroughly enjoyed and still do, working with kids. That’s my first love and my 
main love, even in this [administrative] role now. Working with kids and 
seeing good things happen for them is definitely my first love. 

All administrators in this study valued the opportunity to work with their teachers in order to 
enable the best learning opportunities for students by providing effective teaching resources, 
professional development, and supervision that encourages teacher growth. A vice-principal 
spoke about the satisfaction he felt in this part of his work when I asked him what metaphor 
he would use to describe his perception of himself as an administrator. 

I like nature metaphors and I think I’d probably think of something like a 
mountain creek, a mountain river that goes through a variety of different 
terrain. I’m trying to think just how to apply that image. (pause) What 
motivates me about administrative work is both the kids and the teachers. 
And from a teacher’s perspective what I’m particularly keen on is finding ways 
to support them to do their job a little better, to be more successful, to have 
more of an impact on children. It sort of flows naturally from my work in the 
teacher’s association, as well, and I’m talking about ways of supporting them 
through staff development, through making the work environment more 
enjoyable and pleasant, through finding resources, through giving time, 
through, you know, just being emotionally supportive. So, I guess in terms of 
a metaphor, I like to think in terms of perhaps nurturing the roots and the 
plants along the way. 

Each one of the metaphors chosen by the participants spoke not only of the satisfaction of 
creating a nurturing community in which teachers, students, and staff were supported in the 
process of realizing their individual potential, but also the challenge of providing this kind of 
leadership in the wake of educational restructuring. One female vice-principal from B.C. 
chose the metaphor of a submarine attempting to evade unexpected challenges while a 
female vice-principal in Ontario joked that she presently felt like she was using all of her 
fingers to plug up the holes in an increasingly leaky dike. A female principal in Ontario chose 
the image of a laughing Buddha because she recognized the necessity of both laughter and 
spiritual wisdom in meeting the needs of her students and staff during a time of rapid 



changes in curriculum and governance. In essence, in one way or another, the metaphors 
chosen by each participant in the study spoke to both the instructional leadership role that 
they saw as the heart of their administrative work and the challenge to fulfilling that role as 
managerial tasks are downloaded from shrinking board offices to their desks. 

Part of the maturing process for many of the administrators I talked to was sorting out the 
management issues that needed their personal and immediate attention and those that 
could be delegated or needed to be addressed within the context of achieving administrative 
goals for the school. A female principal in B.C. remarked, 

What surprised me was the constancy of the management issues and the 
amount of paper work that passed my desk, and the minutia that could take 
me away from what I felt was really important in the job – or what I perceived 
the job to be – and I perceived the job to be working with people and 
supporting them. So, if they were having issues with students and sending 
them down, I’d really have to critically take a look and ask, "Are these the 
same people who just weren’t coping or was this a whole other issue?". . . I 
needed to define where the source of the problem was. It wasn’t that I didn’t 
want to deal with it, but were there other ways of taking a look at these things 
so that I could feel that I could do what the job was. 

Managing the marketplace 

The stress of managing rapid change in curriculum and governance is exacerbated by the 
pressures of standardized testing in Ontario, and to a lesser degree, in B.C. Clearly, like 
jurisdictions worldwide, the increasingly performative ethos (Waters, 1995) of education 
policy in each province that is driving educational policy is creating pressure on school 
administrators. In such an environment, students with easy access to the cultural capital that 
is likely to be tested are not only preferable but highly sought after in a competitive 
environment in which the winners are more likely to win and the losers are more likely to 
lose access to educational opportunities. Lingard and Douglas (1999), write that 

This stress upon performance indicators is a manifestation of what Lyotard 
(1984) has called ‘performativity’, which is endemic to the postmodern 
condition generally, and we would argue , also endemic to the postmodern 
state. Thus, as well as being çompetitive’and ‘flatter’. . . the state also 
becomes a ‘performative’ one having to provide measurable evidence of 
policy outcomes. . . . Performativity also sees efficiency and effectiveness 
take priority over equity and reframe it in the process. (pp. 62-3) 

In fact, the word equity was forbidden in any Ministry curriculum documents in Ontario and 
has been replaced by a discourse of "equality for all", but with no specific expectations for 
school practice. Achieving equity has been further challenged in Ontario by legislation that 
gives tax credits to parents who wish to send their children to private schools. Therefore, the 
conditions are ripe for a market-driven publicly funded education system that competes for 
its "clients" based on performance indicators. 

Lingard and Douglas go on to claim that the stresses of a performative ethos have created 
an overwhelming burden of emotional labour (Fineman, 1993) for educators who have most 
often defined their work as creating rather than limiting educational opportunities for children. 
As educational organizations in Ontario become "greedy organizations" based on principles 
that rule the "marketplace", it has been argued that women are being positioned as the 
emotional laborers (Blackmore, 1996) who will absorb the stress caused by rapidly shifting 
demands on teachers, students, and parents. OPC statistics (provided by OPC Executive 



Director, n.d.) suggest that this is indeed what is happening since 2/3 of current eligible 
candidates for administrative positions are women at the same time that systems are facing 
massive numbers of retirements of teachers and administrators. Recognizing the impact of 
these twin phenomena, the Canadian Association of Principals listed as two of its five key 
concerns, a looming vice-principal and principal shortage and the changing role of school 
administrators. In its draft report entitled Leadership Crisis, it lists several major concerns: 
on-going equity concerns with regard to the gender distribution of men and women in 
positions of authority at the elementary and secondary level; the move away from 
instructional leadership towards increased managerialism in the principal’s role; and the 
impending retirement of a large cohort of baby-boomers in administrative roles in schools. 

Women are positioned to move quickly into the space that has been largely occupied by 
men in administrative positions in B.C.’s and Ontario’s school systems. It remains to be 
seen, however, whether contemporary patterns of resistance to their occupation of these 
spaces (Wallace, 2001) will persist or whether a history of placing women in these positions 
when status is diminished and the work is less autonomous and more emotionally intensive 
will reassert itself (Small, 1996). Furthermore, studies of women’s leadership styles (e.g., 
Fennell, H.-A., 1995; Harris, C. , 1996; Shakeshaft, C., 1987) suggest that a managerialist 
model of school leadership is antithetical to the nurturant model that women tend to prefer. 
While the critique that such a model of women’s leadership is essentialist, and arises from a 
form of socialization that is historically particular (Blackmore, 1989), nevertheless the women 
I interviewed consistently talked about their work in this way and were unhappy about the 
ways in which a nurturant model of leadership was being transformed by market-driven 
policymakers. 

Despite the challenges, many of the women and some of the men I interviewed were 
attempting to fulfill their perceptions of what constitutes worthwhile school leadership 
practice. One female principal in Ontario commented, for example, 

I think you have to work a lot smarter and prioritize what needs to be done. I 
still see people as being the most important thing. So, if a teacher comes to 
me and needs to talk . . . I take a lot more home at night, let’s put it that way. 

But, the price that these administrators are paying is visible to potential candidates and have 
become a disincentive to take on the role. It is telling, for example, that according to an OPC 
study (Williams, 2001), the only stress factor that was substantially different for men and 
women principals in Ontario was that women perceived the time required to do the job as a 
greater problem than did men. It is less clear from the data whether that is because men and 
women conceive of the role of school principal differently, or whether men and women have 
differential family responsibilities outside their schoolwork. Arguably, both factors are 
important variables. For example, several young women in a graduate course on women 
and educational leadership were struggling with whether they wanted to take on the 
challenge of the increased demands of school administration, assuming the role of mother, 
and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. It was their observation, confirmed by interviews they 
conducted with women administrators, that fulfilling the demands of the first two made the 
third impossible. As a result, they were either foregoing motherhood or administration. 

Management in the middle 

Prioitizing responsibilities at the school level was challenging for all of the participants in this 
study, but even more challenging was negotiating their practice at the nexus of the major 
provincial and local political players: the provincial Ministry of Education, teacher unions, and 
local boards of education. While B.C. principals and vice-principals have formed a provincial 
association that provides many of the services of their former federation, each 



"administrative officer" negotiates an individual contract with his or her board. In most 
boards, however, the contracts are identical except for length of tenure and the conditions 
for supervision as well as protection in the event of an unsuccessful evaluation are pre-
negotiated at the elementary and secondary level. Usually, seniority is maintained although 
a job is contingent on current hiring needs. Because the representative bodies for Ontario’s 
principals and vice-principals are still finding their way as a voice for their interests, and their 
personal contracts leave them vulnerable to their "employers" wishes, there is little doubt 
where loyalties currently lie. One secondary school vice-principal in Ontario observed that 
when he was placed in a conflicted position between the union and his board about the 
issue of on-calls, his vulnerable contractual position clarified his loyalties very quickly. 

We have to take our issues back to the board and the superintendent and tell 
them. Of course I gave the heads-up to the Superintendent about the on-call 
issue and he wrote back to me, to all of us, by e-mail saying, "Stop. You do 
not work for the [president of OECTA], you work for us. You’re on a three-
year, private services contract with the board." We’re no longer, we’re not 
protected. 

Providing protection similar to that enjoyed in B.C. will, no doubt, be a first order of business 
for the fledgling Ontario Principals’ Council. However, job protection seemed to be only a 
peripheral consideration for the participants in this study in both provinces and resolving this 
issue promises to do little to alleviate more deeply rooted concerns for the school 
administrators in this study. 

In many ways, the more problematic issue identified by the participants was that of working 
with the teacher unions as an outsider to that union. However, the frustration seemed to be 
more locally contingent in B.C. and an emergent issue in Ontario. This is not surprising since 
Ontario is still finding its way towards a new working relationship. B.C., on the other hand 
has developed more deeply entrenched patterns of working relations between the B.C.T.F. 
and B.C.P.V.P.A., which are then worked out at the local level in collective agreements. The 
accreditation process in B.C. offers an interesting case study of these relations as provincial 
policy is enacted at the local level. 

B.C. has moved to a performance-based model in which schools must be accredited based 
on a complex and time-intensive process that has become the focus of debate between the 
Ministry, boards of education, local schools, and their administrators and teachers. The 
process is intended to involve the entire school community and teachers are encouraged to 
serve on various committees, gather information, write reports, and give up professional 
development time to accomplish all of the tasks required. However, the BCTF is 
recommending that teachers not co-operate with the accreditation process because it 
requires that teachers work beyond the conditions negotiated in their collective agreements. 
This is an example of the antagonism that often characterizes relations between the 
provincial government and the federation in B.C. (Crawley, 1995). As government actions 
become more prescriptive and teachers’ work intensified, teacher organizations pushed 
back in an effort to protect their professional autonomy and negotiated benefits. The result 
has been the increased formalization of relations at the school level, which, according to the 
school administrators I talked to in B.C., has been exacerbated by the removal of school 
administrators from the teachers’ federation. 

One female vice-principal in a small town in B.C. where the local economy had been 
decimated by the loss of logging as a viable industry in the community reported particularly 
strong compliance with the negotiated agreement that, in her view, was detrimental to the 
educational opportunities for children in her school. 



We can schedule ten staff meetings a year. They have to be scheduled for 
the whole year before September and they cannot go over one and a half 
hours in length. . . . You may call an emergency staff meeting for whatever 
purpose, that is, only if you have the consent of all the staff members. You 
cannot ask them to do anything extracurricular. You may allow them to if they 
come to you and say, "Can I run a stamp club at lunch time?" Sure you can , 
but you may not even suggest, "Wouldn’t it be nice if we had clubs at 
noon."That’s seen as an infringement on a contract right. 

Other administrators in B.C. spoke about very prescriptive supervisory conditions in which 
staff evaluations must be based on a certain number of visits, which are reported on using a 
specific format that may not include informal observations from day-to-day interactions 
between administrators and teachers. A female elementary principal commented, 

It’s not a growth plan anymore. I’m simply checking to see, to verify that 
someone is either competent in this learning situation or not competent. 

In addition, committees are mandated for administrative responsibilities such as staffing, 
time tabling, class size and compositions, and so on. Many of the principals I interviewed in 
B.C. used these committees as a vehicle for building collegial decision-making but were 
always aware of the potential for, as one principal put it, "the union stuff to come knockin’ at 
my door." Another challenge for providing instructional leadership is the fact that 
professional development is strictly the responsibility of the teaching staff in B.C., under 
provisions of their collective agreement, and in many cases, school administrators are not 
invited to participate. Many of the principals interviewed took up the challenge by providing 
leadership for school goals and objectives which were then often, but not always, taken up 
as organizing themes by the teachers as they planned their ProD. 

As relations between administration and staff have become more formalized, the fear of 
grievances has become more pervasive, even where school relations are relatively co-
operative. A principal in a large urban secondary school in B.C. reports, for example, that 
following the departure of principals and vice-principals from the teacher’s bargaining unit, 

there were quite a few grievances lodged vis-a-vis class size because a lot of 
the wording was and continues to be very, very fuzzy, open to 
misinterpretation. . . . and you develop a situation where the union then 
appoints, has certain officers whose sole duty is to coordinate and initiate 
grievances. So it becomes a quite combative, confrontational thing where at 
the school level there could be a productive and harmonious relationship 
between admin and teachers but the union is aware that there are certain 
class size violations and can, on behalf of the staff, file those. . . . and that 
grievance is filed with the school board and it comes as a surprise to 
individual schools and individual teachers that it is even going on. . . . 

He then continues by explaining the complex position that school administrators find 
themselves in when they are attempting to assist teachers in effectively fulfilling their 
responsibilities. 

As an in-school administrator, to the extent that you can get rid of all those 
outside distractions and let teachers do what they’re paid to do, which is work 
with kids and teach them, then I think I’m doing my job. You can’t bury your 
head in the sand and say, "Look. We don’t have to look at or attend to the 
collective agreement." Of course we do, and we have to be aware of the 
meta-politics between the union and the board that do go on and will go on. 



And in many cases, disputes with the union have helped to clarify and resolve 
collective agreements to the betterment of how we operate at the school 
level. 

A female elementary principal in B.C. finds that she can use the contract to benefit the 
learning goals of her school. She commented, 

A contract’s a contract so let’s use it to our advantage. . .The best thing they 
ever did was put in class sizes. GREAT! YES! Then there’s at least 
something to go by. I can keep classes small and I can use that contract to 
help me do that [in my negotiations with the board]. 

In other words, while conflict may be unpleasant, costly, and time-consuming, with some 
issues it also provides a balance between political players that has the potential to work for 
rather than against the interests of students and teachers in schools. 

Ontario is beginning to reflect some of the tensions around relations between school 
administrators and the formalizing of items such as staffing and extra-curricular issues in 
collective agreements as well. One elementary principal in Ontario welcomed membership in 
an association that was focused on the interests of school administrators and led by an 
executive that had provided leadership in Ontario=s teacher federations. However, he did 
notice that relations between principals and teachers were being more formalized through 
collective agreements rather than the collegial negotiations that had been characteristic of 
his practice in the past. 

I think the transfer process is very one-sided as far as the protection and 
interests of the teachers as opposed to the protection and interests of the 
school. . . . We posted a position for an intermediate teacher last year and 
[because we are an inner-city school with unique challenges] we had one 
person apply. At that point, based on the contract, I don=t have a choice. I 
have to hire that person. That person may not fit our picture at all but I have 
no choice. So the federation puts me in the position of having to take an 
individual, when its actually doing a disservice to children. It creates a 
business-like atmosphere as opposed to a social Alet=s get along 
together@ atmosphere. Another thing is that OPC has suggested that 
whenever we=re involved with the local federation now we should also have a 
local OPC representative sitting in on the meeting. 

All of the administrators in Ontario reported that grievances were now more common and 
that they were much more careful about fulfilling the conditions of the collective agreement 
and checking with various stakeholders before acting. While doing so is probably welcomed 
by many, it does make developing a collegial work environment more challenging. However, 
the school administrators I talked to in both provinces are working very hard along with their 
teachers to create a collegial environment in their schools. 

While not being a part of the same bargaining unit has created some extra challenges in 
doing so, it has also provided some freedom that did not previously exist. An elementary 
principal in Ontario noted, for example, that she no longer had to conform to Athe 72 hour 
rule@ which, under the regulations of the Teaching Professions Act, required that any report 
made by one member of the federation against another had to be provided in writing to the 
member under scrutiny. 

One of the things that I find freeing in a way is the fact that when there is an 
issue between two teachers that I can help and address . . . previously I=d 



always make sure that I was following due process. I=d be saying, AThat=s 
fine. I=ll deal with it but you are obliged under the regulations to make sure 
that you put this in wrting to the teacher. Now I don=t have that and . . . I 
would be very comfortable and very free to say, AOkay, what do you want me 
to do about it? Are you going to talk to the teacher about this? I can bring 
both of you in. You can solve the problem together.@ So problem-solving has 
become much easier to handle. I can deal with it directly without making sure 
that all kinds of things are done by OECTA. 

However, she also stressed the importance of maintaining close ties with the teachers’ union 
in order to be able to confer with them directly when potential difficulties arise. The demands 
on her expertise and judgement as well as her credibility as a leader in a turbulent 
educational policy environment are enormous and yet the support she receives in fulfilling 
her mandate is eroding. . 

  

Sober second thoughts 

The role of the school administrator – principals and vice-principals – has changed 
dramatically in the past decade as public schooling systems have endured increased 
political scrutiny and policy intervention. Murphy and Hallinger (1992) assert that, "If the 
literature on change implementation is a guide, the actual restructuring of our educational 
systems will depend to a significant degree, on the response of school principals"(p. 86). 
Yet, "Canada will lose 9000 principals and vice-principals to retirement by 2005" (Toronto 
Star, May 14, 2000). In response, more and more boards are hiring unqualified people with 
less and less experience to fill the administrative gap. According to the Toronto Star, The 
Ontario College of Teachers granted 141 teachers special permits to work as vice-principals 
this year while they finish their training – a 100% jump over the previous year. The 
Vancouver Sun has reported similar findings in B.C. Furthermore, in light of rapid 
restructuring, the job of principal is being "developed by default" according to Ontario’s 
Education Improvement Commission. The challenges for today’s principals and vice-
principals is daunting indeed and one that requires thinking about how we can retain core 
administrative values despite conditions that are working to erode them. Doing so is 
becoming of paramount importance as new principals and vice-principals are wooed into the 
system. 

Based on this research, it is also important to consider how the changing work of 
educational administrators is enacted differentially for men and women. The picture is a 
complex one and deserves more focused attention than is possible in this paper. However, 
there are key questions that require further reflection. From this research, for example, I 
have become interested in the following questions: In what ways are the effects of 
educational restructuring of benefit to and in conflict with the desire of women to become 
school administrators? What lessons about school leadership can be learned from the core 
values that women are attempting to retain despite current challenges? If these core values 
are important to the central learning task of schools, how might they be defended in an 
environment where a business management model is gaining ascendancy? 

While this paper paints a rather gloomy picture, during the interviews that I conducted, I was 
struck by the degree of informed optimism that was expressed over and over again. That is, 
the administrators with whom I spoke understood the complexities of their work environment 
but insisted on remaining focused on "people before paper" (secondary principal in B.C.) 
despite challenges to the contrary. One secondary principal summarized this shared 
commitment with a poignant metaphor. 



I think it’s very, very evident after working with people for a period of time that 
I really do care and have great hope for what we do, and that requires an 
optimistic side that is just slammed down. I consider myself to be (pause to 
control tears that unexpectedly emerged during this response) . . . it’s rather 
emotional . . . I really do consider myself as a custodian, probably a fierce 
angel. 

The image of a fierce angel, unseen, unbidden, zealously guarding the interests of students 
and teachers with endless energy and determination, despite the challenges of a workplace 
transformed by the discursive imperatives of globalization is one that I reflect on quite often 
as I work with school administrators in B.C. and Ontario. 

While my point of entry to this research was the removal of principals and vice-principals out 
of their bargaining units, the stories shared with me suggest complex and interwoven macro-
political influences that are reconstructing the micro-politics of school environments. At the 
centre of these reconstructed learning environments are many men and women who are 
resisting the reconstruction of their role from administration to management by ensuring that 
human values rather than technical-rational imperatives remain paramount in the work of 
school administrators. 
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Appendix A 

Guiding Questions 

1. What called you to your work as an educator? What called you to your work as an 
administrator? 

2. What has surprised you most about your work as an administrator as compared to 
your work as a classroom teacher? 

3. What metaphor would best describe how you see yourself as an administrator? 
4. In what ways hae your work changed since you began your work as an 

administrator? From your perspective, what broader influences have motivated those 
changes? 

5. Since those changes have occurred, from your perspective, how have staff relations 
in your school? How has your work changed? 

6. Have you been involved in teacher federation activities in the past? As a teacher? As 
an administrator? Please describe. 

7. If you could, would you become a member of your former federation? Why or why 
not? 

 


